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I. INTRODUCTION

In reply to Rotter’s comment on our paper~Ref. 1! we
choose to start from an apparent point of agreement:
effective microcanonical decay ratek(E) of a quasibound
system should saturate with increasing coupling between
quasibound states and the continuum. It is quite challeng
to observe this saturation directly in experiments, since n
mally a change of the coupling implies also a change
energy. However, the phenomenon was illustrated theo
cally for different models. The origin of the saturation is
point of dispute:

In Ref. 1 we argue and illustrate that this saturation
consistent with the ‘‘bottle-neck’’ picture of transition sta
theory~TST or RRKM!, which relates the saturation value
the number of independent decay channels@keff(E)5N(E)/
(2p\r(E))#, rather than to the widths of particular res
nance states of the system.

In contrast, in Ref. 2 it is argued that the saturation
associated with a ‘‘trapping effect’’~bifurcation of resonance
widths! which relates the effective decay rate at high co
pling ~or high level density! to the widths of a sub-group o
long-lived resonance states~keff(E)<^G&/\!.

Our previous work1 emphasized the physicalinterpreta-
tion of the rate saturation, on the basis of a multidimensio
extension of one dimensional analytic models. The deta
mechanismof the phenomenon was not considered in Ref
Below we discuss in some detail this mechanism within
random matrix version of the optical model. We illustra
that the deviation of the simulated rate from^G&/\ ~^G& being
the average resonance width! towards the saturation region
indeed associated with abroadening of the distribution o
resonance widths. However, this tendency is observed lon
before the onset of the trapping effect, i.e.,the bifurcation of
the resonance widths into two distinctive groups of ‘‘fas
and ‘‘slow’’ ones. Moreover, the trapping effect is associat
with a decreaseof the simulated effective decay rate whic
follows the saturation region, and therefore the saturation
not be attributed to this effect. We relate the nonphysi
behavior associated with the trapping effect to a physic
inconsistent matrix approximation of the effective Ham
tonian model.
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II. THE OPTICAL MODEL AND THE TRAPPING
EFFECT

In its rigorous version,3 the optical model relates eac
resonance eigenstate of a decaying system to an effe
Hamiltonian which depends on the particular~complex!
resonance energy (E)

Heff~E! QcE5E QcE , ~1!

where

Heff~E!5QHQ1QHP
1

E2PHP1 i e
PHQ. ~2!

H is the Hamiltonian andQ andP are the projection opera
tors into the bound and continuum spaces, respectively.
solutions of Eq.~1! are the exact resonance states of
system, being the eigenstates of the Schro¨dinger equation in
the bound (Q) space with outgoing wave boundary cond
tions in the continuum (P) space.3

It is a commonapproximationto relate a group ofdif-
ferent resonance statesto the eigenvalues ofthe same effec-
tive Hamiltonian matrix. ConsideringN quasibound states
andK independent decay channels (K,N) in a narrow en-
ergy interval, an energy independent matrix representatio
the effective Hamiltonian can be obtained, in whichQHQ is
a real matrix of rankN, and the residualQHP[E2PHP
1 i e]21PHQ is a complex matrix of rankK. For sufficiently
small bound continuum coupling matrix elements (PHQ)
the spectrum of the effective Hamiltonian matrix consist
N complex eigenvalues whose energy shifts and widths
small with respect to the energy interval~i.e., with respect to
the spectral range of the bound HamiltonianQHQ!.

As the bound-continuum coupling increases the resid
matrix ~of rank K! becomes dominant and eventually co
trols the rank of the effective Hamiltonian matrix. In such
case the spectrum splits into a group ofK eigenvalues whose
widths increase monotonically with increasing bound co
tinuum coupling, and a group ofN2K eigenvalues whose
widths become negligible with respect to the other ones. T
onset of this ‘‘bifurcation’’ is the basis for the trapping effe
suggested by Rotter. Clearly, this effect is an intrinsic pro
erty ofmatrix approximationsof the optical model.
/106(11)/4812/3/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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III. THE MECHANISM OF RATE SATURATION

Within the random matrix approximation, the effectiv
N3N Hamiltonian matrix reads

@Heff#m,m85Emdm,m82 ip (
n51

K

Vm,nVm8,n , ~3!

whereEm are chosen from a Wigner distribution of lev
spacings andVm,n are chosen from a normal distributio
with a mean̂ Vm,n&50 and a standard deviation^Vm,n

2 &5s2.
The eigenvalues ofHeff , $Em2 i /2Gm% correspond to the
resonance eigenstates of the system.

In Fig. 1 typical distributions of resonance width
~imaginary parts of the resonance eigenvalues! are plotted.
For sufficiently small bound-continuum coupling, the widt
distribution follows ax2 distribution withK degrees of free-
dom, as expected according to perturbation theory~the
golden rule limit!, Gm'(n51

K Vm,n
2 . For larger bound-

continuum coupling, a broadening of the widths distributi
is observed with strong deviation fromx2.4 In Fig. 2 the
corresponding decay curves are plotted for a uniform rand

FIG. 1. Histogram: Distribution of resonance width about the average v
as obtained from random matrix diagonalization withN5600,K5100, and
r55 1/cm21. Solid: A x2 distribution with 100 degrees of freedom. Top
^G&52pKs250.05 cm21 ~weak coupling!. Bottom:^G&52pKs255.0 cm21

~strong coupling!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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vector in theQ-space. Clearly, in the perturbative regime
the standard relationk5^G&/\ is quite well fulfilled, but with
increasing bound continuum coupling a strong deviat
from this relation towards a smaller effective slope (k) is
apparent.

It is straightforward to recognize the relation betwe
the broadening of the widths distribution and the decreas
the effective decay rate with respect to^G&/\, eventually
leading to the saturation~as observed in Ref. 1!. The asym-
metry of the broadened distribution in Fig. 2 suggests tha
small groupof widths above average is balanced by alarge
group of widths below average. The majority of states a
therefore decaying with a rate slower than^G&/\. Although
this simple explanation neglects possible interference eff
between different resonance states, a reasonable explan
is given for the observed saturation tendency.

The deviation of the rate from̂G&/\ occurs long before
the onset of the trapping effect, i.e., long before the re
nance widths bifurcate into two distinctive groups
‘‘large’’ and ‘‘small’’ widths ~see the distributions in Fig. 1!.
It is quite arbitrary~and thusmeaningless! in this situation to

e

FIG. 2. Solid: ln~uF(t) u2! as a function of time as obtained from rando
matrix diagonalization withN5600,K5100, r55, and~1/cm21!. Dashed:
2^G&t/\. Top: ^G&50.05 cm21 ~weak coupling!. Bottom: ^G&55.0 cm21

~strong coupling!.
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4814 Letters to the Editor
relate the observed decay rate to a particular group of s
resonance states, and to ignore the others. In contrast
TST interpretation in Ref. 1 which does not relate the sim
lated rate to particular resonance widths still applies.

IV. THE TRAPPING EFFECT PREVENTS SATURATION
WITHIN RANDOM MATRIX SIMULATIONS

When the ‘‘bifurcation’’ occurs and two time scales a
well separated the simulated decay rate is dominated by
long-lived states, while the short lived states contribute o
at initial times as explained by Rotter. It is an implicit pro
erty of the random matrix approximation~see Sec. II! that
with increasing coupling, theN2K small widths become
smaller. In this situation the decay is in fact dominated
nonoverlapping resonances~!!. Consequently, the simulate
decay rate is related to theN2K small widths by the stan
dard relation for non overlapping resonances~k5^G&/\!,
which implies that not only the widths, but alsothe effective
decay rate decreases with increasing coupling, i.e., does
saturate. This decrease of the effective rate was confirmed
ours and in Rotter’s random matrix simulations.1,2

Thus within the random matrix version of the optic
model, the onset of the trapping~bifurcation! effect as the
coupling increases corresponds to the onset of thedecrease
of the effective rate with increasing coupling, not with i
saturation. This contradicts physical intuition i.e., TST, an
lytical models, and random matrix simulationsbefore the
bifurcation region~see Fig. 3 in Ref. 1!. This nonphysical
decrease is consistent, however, with the failure to appr
mate the exact resonances of the system with a single e
tive Hamiltonian matrix when the bound-continuum co
pling is too large. In Ref. 1 we pointed out the condition f
breakdown of the random matrix approximation and rela
it to a sampling error which allows for some resonan
widths to exceed the entire energy interval. More genera
the sampling error implies that the spectral domain~real or
imaginary parts! of the residual operator exceeds the spec
range ofQHQ. Note that this limitation of the random ma
trix model does not contradict its application to overlappi
resonances. The condition for overlap~i.e., that resonance
widths are larger than the typical level spacingsDE! is met
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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long before the model limitation is reached~i.e., when reso-
nance widths are larger than the energy interval,N3DE!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The effective energy-dependent decay rate of a sys
saturates with increasing bound-continuum coupling. T
saturation is consistent with a TST interpretation of the o
tical model as presented in Ref. 1, but not with the onse
two different time scales as suggested in Ref. 2. At le
according to our random matrix simulations the saturat
tendency, i.e.,k,^G&/\, is associated with a broadening o
the widths distribution long before the bifurcation of th
resonance widths into two different groups. It is meaningl
in this situation to associate the effective decay rate wit
sub-group of widths and to ignore the others. Moreov
when the onset of bifurcation is reached, the effective de
rate decreaseswith increasing bound continuum coupling
and not saturates. We relate the onset of this nonphys
behavior to a sampling error which violates the condition
applicability of the matrix approximation of the optica
model.

The exact limit beyond which the random matrix a
proximation to the effective Hamiltonian ceases to be phy
cally meaningful is the subject of ongoing investigation a
scrutiny, and may vary for different applications. For unim
lecular reactions, the regime of small to moderate resona
overlap ~or bound-continuum coupling! appears to be mos
relevant, and this regime is removed from the onset of
bifurcation. Our results within the random matrix approx
mation show that even in this regime saturation of the rate
approached, and comparing this behavior with that obtai
in other model potentials~see Ref. 1! we give this saturation
trend an interpretation based on transition state theory.
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